
WHY LUONGO SHOULD BE TRADED

Vancouver would go on to win the crown again in , , , Luongo had requested a trade at the trade deadline, but the.

The Islanders had no clue what they had when they traded him away. And so ended a decorated yet
controversial tenure with Luongo in Vancouver. He would play until the season before finally retiring. The
deal would work out for Florida in the end, but they had to suffer for a few years. It'll be fun. Roberto Luongo
played in only one season for New York. When the league resumed play after the Sochi Olympic break where
Luongo won gold with Canada , Tortorella started Lack in three straight games â€” the third of which was the
Heritage Classic at BC Place against the Ottawa Senators. Somehow within five years the Panthers had moved
every piece they received in the deal. And with rumors constantly linking top free agents Artemi Panarin and
Sergei Bobrovsky to trade Columbus for the sunny shores of South Beach, why hang on to the aging
netminder? I was not expecting it at all," Luongo said. It was in when Luongo solidified himself as a South
Florida sports icon after an emotional speech in front of a home crowd in the wake of the Stoneman Douglas
High School shooting that shook the nation and the local community. After Jay Bouwmeester was traded away
in and Tallon let Stephen Weiss walk last summer, he might have realized the franchise was lacking a new
face. Tortorella took the bait and was slapped with a day suspension by the NHL. Vancouver Canucks goalie
Jacob Markstrom. But Tortorella questionably chose to start backup goalie Eddie Lack over Luongo,
prompting the latter to say this. He led the team to a playoff birth and they made it to the second round. His
NHL career was short and not really so sweet. His time with the Canucks was often rocky, and now he heads
to Florida -- where Tim Thomas , the goalie who beat Luongo when Boston topped Vancouver in the Stanley
Cup finals in , is also on the roster, a quirk that surely will make for interesting conversation. Instead, he was
packing his bags and taking his talents to South Beach. Traded Away In a move that shocked the hockey
world. Bryan Allen would stay a little longer in Florida than Bertuzzi.


